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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Jorge Luis Tovar Díaz has contributed to the dictionary with 7885 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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media noche
Media night or best midnight: time in which the Sun is at the point opposite to the noon. At that time the clock will mark
exactly 0 h ( 00: 00 ) or 12:00 midnight, which marks the end of that day and the beginning of the next.

media velada
Middle evenings: Clothing women covering the legs, from the feet up to the mid-thigh.

media volea
Half volley: f. in football, medium action turn your body and stretch the leg to hit the ball until you bounce on the grass:
"The player scored a goal of half volley ".

medicalizado
It is said of something that it is endowed with everything necessary to provide medical assistance.  For example, an
ambulance, a field hospital, etc. 

medicamento no pos
In Colombia, non-POS drugs are those drugs, which are generally expensive and are not included in the Compulsory
Health Plan, allowing Health Providers (EPS) to take such a fact as an argument for not delivering d Icho drug to an
affiliate.  However, with a Guardianship Action, the enrollee, invoking the fundamental right to health, gets a Judge of the
Republic to order his EPS to deliver that medicine that has been prescribed by his treating physician for your health.

medicamento pos
In Colombia, POS drugs are those medicines included in the Compulsory Health Plan, which Health Companies (EPS)
are required to supply to their affiliates.

medicar
Medication: vb. 1 administer or supply drugs to a patient.  2 prescribe drugs a doctor to his patient.

medicina crítica
Critical medicine, also called intensive medicine is a specialty of medicine that deals with the management of those
patients whose critical condition suggests an inminithing life risk.

medida de aseguramiento
At right is a Providence by which a judge imposes restriction on the freedom of a person, for allegedly committing an
offence. The measure of assurance may be preventive or definitive.

medio
Medium 1- ( adv .  ) Not quite, a little.  Example : Adriana is half lazy, sometimes she does the trades and sometimes
she doesn't.   2- ( adj .  ) That's in the middle of something.  Example: The 12 : 00 PM is the half day .  3- ( m .  ) Which
is between two ends.  Example : Stopped in the middle of the street.   4- On the other hand, everything that serves to
achieve or to do something is called medium.  Examples : 1 - What means will Carlos have used to achieve payment? 
2- To carry the wood I need a truck type means of transport.



medio de contraste
In medicine, specifically in radiology, a contrast medium, also called iodinated contrast medium is a chemical of complex
molecules (iodine) that injected into the bloodstream, increases the density of vessels and tissues, allowing them to
contrast in this way with neighboring structures, allowing the radiologist to better see certain structures within the
patient's body. 

medio de locomoción
Means of transport, means of mobilization. Means used to move from one place to another. Some means of locomotion
are: vehicles, motorcycles, motorcars, bicycles, boats, planes, etc.

medio huevo
Medium egg: ( colloquial ) Bad medium. It applies to something that is not good or that is imperfect.

medio millón
Half a Million, equals five hundred thousand or five hundred thousand ( 500 . 000 ) 

mediocampista
In football, midfielder, also called midfielder is the player who sits in midfield team from where it meets two fundamental
functions: create offensive plays or attack and contain the advances of the opposing team, thus helping both their
defense and their lead.

mega tienda
Best, Megastore. A Megastore is a big, huge.

megaconstrucción
A megaconstruction is an architectural work of large proportions, which defies and transcends boundaries and
conventional transforming its environment in a unique way.

megadina
Megadina: f. (FIS ) Centimetre–gram–second unit equivalent to one million Dynes.

megaestructura
A megastructure is any construction of gigantic proportions, i.e., a very large, enormous construction.

megafiesta
A mega party is a large party, with a massive presence of people, in a space of equal proportions. 

megalito
Megalith : ( s .  M.  ) Prehistoric monument formed by large stone blocks.

megaoferta
Megaoferta, is a large-scale offer, an offer, is an activity in which a commercial establishment, in a given month, week or
day, makes special discounts to all its customers and occasional buyers. 



megapixel
In computer science, a megapixel equals 1 million pixels. Megapixel is used to count the number of pixels containing a
digital image and also to measure the resolution of digital cameras.

megaprima
Megaprima, is the name given to an activity carried out by a chain store in Colombia, in which special discounts and
other promotions and offers are granted.  The name "megapremium" refers to the month of June which is the month in
which companies pay service premiums to their employees. 

megatienda
A Megastore is a big, huge.

megavatio
The megawatt is a unit of power that equals one million watts. 

megui
Megui : 1- Feminine proper name of Spanish origin.    2- Jaime "Megui" Rivera is a singer of "salsa" music, of Puerto
Rican origin.  He was part of the orchestra La Solución , conducted by his brother Roberto Rivera. 

mejoral
The mejoral is an analgesic used mainly to fight the headache and muscle aches.

mejoramiento
Change or progress of something is in precarious conditions towards an optimal or better state. 

mejoramiento
Change or progress of something that is in precarious conditions towards an optimal or better state. 

melanoma
Melanoma: m. malignant Tumor of the skin. It is characterized by being composed of cells that contain abundant
melanin.

melanyç
melanyc is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Melany" being its meaning:<br>Melany: (In Spanish 41 Melani;
Female name of Latin origin, which can be derived from Melania, Melina, Melanie or Milani. It is emotional, perceptual,
expressive, natural and talented.

melao
LAM: That contains honey, which tastes like honey.

melchor
Melchor, is the name given to one of the Magi of the East, and who together with Gaspar and Baltasar went to visit and
worship the baby Jesus of Nazareth, who had been born a few days earlier. 



melcocha
Marshmallow: ( f.  ) Sweet of panela. For processing melts the sugar to give a soft jelly-like consistency.

meli
Meli, it's the loving way to call or refer to Melissa. 

memo
Memo Morales, known as the " Gypsy maracucho " and whose first name was Guillermo Enrique Morales Portillo, was a
famous singer who for a long time formed part of the orquesta Billo '' s Caracas Boys.

memo
Memo: m. Apocope of memorandum.

memorándum
1. a memorandum is a written report that sets out something that should be taken into account for a particular issue or
action. 2. a written note which is called attention to an employee by a lack.

memoria caché
The cache is a helper memory in which copies of the files and data that are most frequently accessed by the internet
user are stored.  The latest generation computers and smarphones are cached.

memoria ram
RAM memory: ( 41 random access memory; It is a type of memory which can have different sizes expressed in
megabytes or gigabytes, where the computer stores information so it can be processed more quickly.

memorialista
Memorialist: A person that he dedicates itself to write memorials and other documents. When the memorial calls
something to an authority or a public or private entity, the memorialist is synonymous of petitioner.

memorizar es igual que interiorizar
It is not the same. Memorize is to fix something in memory: 'The child memorized the poem for mothers and then
repeated it during the festival of the 39 school;. On the other hand, internalize means: 1 book the own feelings. 2 Make
more intimate and profound feelings, beliefs, ideas, etc.

men
Men , plural of man in English .  It is Spanish translates : men .

meneíto
The meneito is a dance characterized by the sequencing and repetition of a series of slow and leisurely paced motion.

meneíto
The meneito is a dance characterized by the sequencing and repetition of a series of slow and leisurely paced motion.



menganito
Menganito: So diminutive.

meniaíto
The Meniaito, is a song performed by Gaby.

meningoencefalitis
Meningoencephalitis: ( f.  ) In medicine, simultaneous inflammation of the brain and meninges due to a bacterial or viral
infection.

mensajear
Mensajear: vb. Send a text message from a mobile phone.

mensajito
Mensajito, is the diminutive of message.  This diminutive has become very recurrent in social networks and on the
Internet in general. 

menstruación
Menstruation: f. phenomenon occurring approximately every month, whereby women and the female of some animals
that have not been pregnant a viscous substance comprised of blood and eliminated other elements: some women
suffer from severe pain in the womb during menstruation. Synonym: Menstrual period.

menstruar
Menstruation: vb. Having menstruation: Elvira began to menstruate when she was thirteen years old.

mental
Mental : Belonging or relative to the mind. 

mentalista
Mentalist: ( adj.   ) Person who supposedly has supernatural, broad enough powers to scrutinize the minds of others,
and to figure out the truth about a person, as well as many details of his life.

mentalmente
Mentally.    ( adv .  ) 1- Only with the mind or thought.  .  2- Mentally.    3- From a mental point of view. 

menticol
Menticol: m. mentholated spirit.

mentolado
Mentholated.    ( adj .  ) Containing or tasting menthol. 

menudencias
Referred to as " 34 giblets; at the entrails of birds, especially the chicken and chicken, that are used for human



consumption. The head and legs of these birds, also are part of the giblets.

menudeo
Retail: m. purchase and sale of products to the retail.

menudo
Often, is the name of a group musical puertorriqena that interpreted mainly ballads.

meño
Affectionate way to call or refer to Epigmenio.

mequejo
Mequejo, is the name of a neighborhood of Barranquilla, located in a south-western area of the city.

merca
In some regions of Colombia, in the popular jargon often used the term Merca as apocope of merchandise, which can
be any type of merchandise: "The police seized us the merca "

mercaderista
A merchandiser is a salesperson or promoter responsible promote and promote a certain product in a store or
supermarket. The Merchandiser also has the function locate articles that promotes on the Bookshelf.

mercado negro
Referred to as black market to that stage where you buy and sell goods and articles of various kinds, in clandestine and
illegal way, allowed or not, national or imported, and which are sometimes goods and stolen goods.

mercedes
Mercedes is a female name of Latin origin. The majority of women with that name are impulsive, but pleasant character.

mercedes benz
Mercedes Benz is a German brand of luxury cars, trucks, buses and vans. Mercedes Benz is the oldest automotive
manufacturer in the world.

mercedes sur
Mercedes Sur, (Las Mercedes Sur), is the name of a neighborhood of Barranquilla.  At first it was a neighborhood that
occupied a large area, so it was divided into two : one was called Mercedes Norte and the other Mercedes Sur.

mercia
Mercia: United Anglo-Saxon founded by Icel in the 7th century. It included the current counties of Worcester, Leicester,
Additionally, Northampton, Bedford, Warwick, Chester and Lincoln. It ceased to exist as a Kingdom at the end of the
10th century.

mercurio cromo



Mercury chrome is an antiseptic liquid topical application that eliminates bacteria and helps to heal wounds.

mercury
Mercury: 1- It was a line of luxury cars of the American company Ford Motor Company.    2- Freddie Mercury was a
British singer-songwriter, best known as lead vocalist for the rock band Queen.  It was characterized by its extravagant
stagings and clothing.

mercury
Mercury: 1- It was a line of luxury cars from the American company Ford Motor Company.    2- Freddie Mercury, was a
British singer and songwriter, known for having been lead vocalist of the rock band Queen.  It was characterized by its
extravagant staging and by its bizarre looks when dressing. 

merecumbear
Merecumbear: ( vb.  ) Party, leaving party, fun, especially when it's to the sound of the merecumbe.

merecumbé
The merecumbe is a Colombian style of music created by the musician and composer Pacho Galán. It is a kind of fusion
of cumbia with the Colombian meringue.

merengada
The meringue, also called meringue milk is a drink that is served cold, and that is prepared with milk, egg white, sugar,
cinnamon and other flavouring.

merengazo
A merengazo is a success of the musical genre known as merengue, Dominican Republic native musical rhythm.

merengue
Merengue: ( m.  ) Musical rhythm originating in the Dominican Republic.

merenguero
A grouping or merengue band is a musical group that performs merengue, musical genre originating in the Dominican
Republic.

mero
In Mexico, the word grouper has several meanings, among them : 1- Better .   2- Pure .

mero macho
1- In Mexico, the expression "a lo mero macho" means: a la brava, with courage, with sincerity.  2- Mero Macho, is the
name given to a vitamin supplement of natural origin that, supposedly, increases sexual potency in the man who
consumes it. 

mesa redonda
A round table is a meeting of several people to discuss or discuss one or more specific topics. 



mesera
A woman who takes care of address tables in a bar, in a restaurant or any other establishment that sells food and
beverages.

mesitas
1- Tables (plural ) .  In singular is the diminutive of table.    2- Tables of the College, is the name of a municipality of
Colombia, located in the department of Cundinamarca, an hour and a half from Bogota. 

metafísica
Metaphysics: ( f.  ) Philosophical discipline that deals with the essence of being and reality.

metanfetamina
Methamphetamine, also called " 34 crystal methamphetamine; It is a highly addictive sicoestimulante that affects the
central nervous system. Methamphetamine in its pure form is a white, crystalline powder, odorless, taste bitter, very
soluble in water and ethanol. A person under the effects of this drug can sufrir hallucinations, anxiety and irritability.

metanfetaminas
Methamphetamine: Methamphetamine Plural.  Methamphetamine is a drug highly addictive sicoestimulante, which
affects the central nervous system.  A person under the effects of this drug can suffer hallucinations, anxiety and
irritability.

metedero
A 34, metedero 34, also known as " 34 slaughterhouse; or " 34 feeder; It is a motel, which also could be called House of
quotations, which is the place where are the pairs of lovers or lovers to spend an intimate moment.

metemono
Metemono, is an adjective that applies to something or someone that appears to be original when in reality it is not.

meter bucos
In the Costa Caribbean Colombian is says " put them monkeys " and means: do pass by original or by very good
something that actually no it is.

meter clavija
Put pin, is an action where a seller, of deliberately applied an overrun in the sale that makes, hurting with such a
maneuver to the purchaser.

meter las patas
It is a colloquial expression that means: 1 - commit an error or a blunder. 2 committing a recklessness.

meter los monos
It is a colloquial expression. 1 to believe someone who is what in reality is not. 2 pass by original something that in
reality it is not.

meterla toda



Put it all: ( 41 colloquial expression; Do the best to achieve a purpose. Synonym: Be used to fund.

meterse en camisa de once varas
It is a colloquial expression that means: get into trouble, complicate life unnecessarily.

metida de patas
Referred to as " tucked legs " one said or done wrong and inappropriate. Synonym: slush.

metido
Gotten, da: Entrometido, metiche, meticon.

metopa
Metope: f. (ARQ.  )  Space which mediates between two triglyphs in a Doric frieze.

metódico, meticuloso
Methodical and meticulous are two words that mean exactly the same thing, i.e., are synonymous.

metra
In Venezuela, he is called metra a small sphere ( a small-ball ) glass, clay, porcelain, steel, glass, marble or metal,
which is used in various children's games. In Colombia, this ball is known as " ball unita ".

metraje
Footage : ( s .  M.  ) Length expressed in meters, especially of a motion picture film.

metrocable
The metrocable is a public transport of people through an aerial cable system, by which advances a structure similar to
a cabin, inside which travels a certain number of users. It is characterized by being a means of transport, safe, and fast.

metronidazol
Metronidazole is a powerful antibiotic and antiparasitic of nitroimidazole group, used to cure and prevent a type of
vaginal infection caused by anaerobic bacteria. In this case the gynaecologist or gynecologist will prescribe it in their
presentation of vaginal suppository.

metropolitano
Relative to or belonging to a metropolis.  Examples: metropolitan stadium, metropolitan transport. 

mezcolanza
Mixing : ( s .   F.  ) Mixture of people, animals or things.

médium
Medium : ( m .  and f.  ) A person who is considered endowed with paranormal faculties that allow him to communicate
with spirits.



mi amor, mi bien, mi mujer
It is the title of a song of the romantic genre, played by Sabu.

mi bien
My goodness: expression that equals my love, my darling, my love, my heart.

mi corazón
My heart is a loving expression, wants to say: my love, my heaven, my life, my love, my heart, my love, etc.

mi primer millón
It is the name of a song performed by the Group Bacilos: "I just want to stick on the radio to earn my first million " says
one of its stanzas.

mi vidita
It is a phrase that expresses affection, passion, etc.  Synonyms: vidita mine, my sweetie, my sweetie.

miami
Miami is a U.S. city, located in southeast Florida.  It has a population of approximately 450 . 000 inhabitants.  For some
people its correct pronunciation is miami, for others it is majami.

miami beach
Miami Beach: Miami Bay, Miami Beach.

michel
Michel is a masculine given name of French origin.  In English it is equivalent to Michael and in Spanish it is equivalent
to Miguel. 

michelle
Michelle: ( pronounced in Spanish, Michel-) It is a feminine name that many people believe that it is of Hebrew origin,
but that it is actually of French origin. Michael could have derived from the English male proper name or name of
Spanish origin Miguel manzanas.

michi
Michi: Voice used to call cats. 

micho
Micho : Voice used to call the cat .

micra
A micron is a unit of measurement in the metric system; it's the millionth of a metre, that is, so small that you can't see it
with the naked eye.  Its symbol is .

micro



Micro , is a prefix meaning small .  For example microscope . 

micro-bus
Micro-bus or minibus: m. small bus, which is usually used as collective transport of passengers. Synonym: Minibus.

micro-robot
A micro-robot is a small mobile robot that can be managed or controlled by a microcontroller or a computer program.

microbús
A minibus is a small bus that is usually used in the public transport of passengers.

microchip
A microchip is a tiny chip.

microcrédito
It is a small credit that gives a financial institution or Bank to a person or a small business for the development of a
productive project.

microempresa
A microenterprise is a small sized company in which the maximum of workers does not exceed 10.

microempresario
Entrepreneur: (adj.  ) Owner, officer or Manager of a small business.

microfonazo
Microphon (male noun) Hit given with a microphone . 

microgasto
A micro-gasto is a small expense that is usually covered with low-denomination banknotes or coins.   They are
considered to be micro-gastos those that have relationship with the purchase of a cigarette, a sachet of coffee, a candy,
a banana or banana, a band-aid, a razor, blade etc.

micrometeorito
A micrometeorite is a small meteorite, less than five centimeters in size, allowing it to pass through Earth's atmosphere
without heating up. 

micropartícula
It is a very small particle of something, which can only be seen with the help of a microscope.

microtia
Microtia : ( female noun ) Congenital malformation of the outer ear, which can be unilateral (single side) or bilateral (both
sides).  It is characterized by the absence of the skin fold or ear, and even, the ear canal.



microtráfico
It is a new term, used in the criminal legislation of some countries, and makes reference to the distribution and sale of
small quantities of hallucinogenic drugs, which constitutes a crime that is punishable by deprivation of freedom for those
who incurs such conduct.

mido
Mido, is a Swiss luxury watch manufacturer company, founded in 1918.

miedito
Miedito : Diminutive of fear, widely used in colloquial language. 

miedo escénico
He fear scenic is the fear or nervousness that experiences a singer, presenter, master of ceremony, speaker, etc., in the
time of present is in a stage and before a public.

mierdero
In the colloquial language, a mierdero is confusing, a big problem, a difficult to solve conflict.

miércoles de ceniza
Ash Wednesday is the first day of lent in the liturgical calendar of the Christian Catholic religion.

miércoles de ceniza
Ash Wednesday is the first day of lent in the liturgical calendar of the Christian Catholic religion.

miércoles santo
In the Catholic religion, Holy Wednesday is the day of Holy Week much remembered because it was the day when
Judas Iscariot agreed with the chief priests of the Temple of Jerusalem to deliver Jesus in exchange for 30 pieces of
silver.  That betrayal was consummated late at night on Mount Gethsemane, where with a kiss to Jesus, Judas indicated
to the captors that this was the man they should arrest.  That episode is known as "The Kiss of Judas."  At that moment,
while Jesus was being arrested, he uttered the following statement: "Judas, with a kiss you give up the son of man." 

migajita
Migajita: ( f.  ) Diminutive of Crumb.

migue
Migue , affectionate way of calling or referring to Miguel. 

miguelito
Miguelito : 1- Diminutive of Miguel .    2- Loving way to call or refer to Miguel . 

miguita
Crumb: ( s. f.  )  Part of something, especially bread or any other food arrived.



mija
Short form of my daughter or my daughter.

mijita
Mijita, is the short form of my daughter, which in turn is affectionate and diminutive say my daughter or my daughter.

mijito
Mijito: Diminutive of millet, which in turn is the abbreviation of " my son " e " son mine " These in turn are loving ways go
father and mother to his sons.

mijo
1- Millet is short for my child, widely used by parents to refer or call children.   2- Affectionate treatment used by some
women to call their husband or sentimental partner.

mike
Mike: m.   ( pronounce Maik ) The name Miguel affectionate treatment.

mil
A thousand: Ten times a hundred. 

mil uno en números
One thousand in number: 1001.

milagrito
Milagrito: ( s.m.  ) Diminutive of miracle.

milagrito
A milagrito is a small miracle received from God, a Saint or a divinity.

milagritos
Milena: ( Plural of milagrito ) 1. a milagrito is a small miracle.  2 diminutive miracles.  3 way loving call or refer to
miracles.

mile
Affectionate way to call or refer to Milena.

milimetrico
Millimeter, ca: relative to the nearest millimetre. Small, very small, or very short: millimeter measurement.  Antonym:
near kilometre.

milimétrico
Millimeter ( adj .  ) 1- Belonging to or relative to the millimeter.    2- Very small.   3- Rigorous, exact. 



millonada
Millionaire: (f.  ) Very large amount, especially when you talk about money.

millonarios
Millionaire Football Club, also known as " Millos " It is a football team based in the city of Bogotá, Colombia. He has
been champion of the Colombian League on several occasions.

milloncito
Milloncito, it's the diminutive of a million.

millos
Millos: Name or form loving to refer to football Millonarios of Bogotá, Colombia.

milo
MILO is the name of a delicious drink flavored with chocolate and cocoa, prepared by the Nestlé company and sold in
muchoss countries.

mine
Mine : 1- Apocope of the feminine given name Minelva .    2- Apocope of the feminine given name Minerva. 

mineirazo
Mineirazo: m. name that begins to know the scoring, beaten by the selection of Germany to the Brazil in the World Cup
in Brazil in 2014.

minga
Minga: 1 - meeting of neighbors and friends to perform community work.   2. form loving call or refer to Dominga,
feminine proper name.

mini
Mini , is a prefix meaning small, short or short. 

mini disc
A mini disc is a small disk that stores audio and video.

mini mini
1 Mini: Apocope of miniskirt. 2 mini mini is a song which was recorded in various musical genres some years ago. His
letter reads more or less: " I like to see girls with their mini...-mini miniskirt is a piece of fabric that women are put to
provoke the men...  "

mini perro
Hot ( a mini dog mini hot dog in English ) It's a small hot dog that is made with a mini sausage and a small bread, among
other ingredients.



mini-falda
Mini-skirt or miniskirt: f. short skirt which is about twenty inches above the knee. The miniskirt is a sensual feminine, so it
does not usually used in formal activities.

mini-mercado
A minimarket is a small shop.

mini-todo
A minitodo is a small shop, a small shop and miscellaneous selling everything.

mini-uzi
A mini-uzi is an automatic weapon much smaller and much less heavy than a rifle.

miniatura
Miniature.    ( f .  ) 1- Reproduction at very small size of a thing.    2- Small paint

minibar
Minibar : ( s .   M.  ) Furniture or shelf located in the living room of a house or in the room of a motel, which serves to
place, drinks and snacks. 

minicomponente
A minisystem is a sound system of medium size which is composed of a central unit and two separate speakers. CD,
two cassette players, USB port, drive features radio AM and FM, Bluetooth connection, etc.

miniextracto
A miniextracto is a small banking document in which only of detailed or relate the last five movements made by the
holder in your checking account or savings.

minifalda
Miniskirt: ( feminine noun ) Short, very short skirt. A sexy garment is according to the popular song, used women to lead
men.

minimosca
The flyweight, also called light fly or junior fly is a boxing category in which boxers cannot exceed 51 kg. 

minina
In the TV series El Chapulin Colorado, " the minimum "   ( played by Florinda Meza ) It was a cunning woman who was
part of the gang which also made up " The Chori "   ( Ruben Aguirre ) and " The 34 Rascabuches;   ( Carlos Villagrán ).  
 " The minimum " and his two accomplices were engaged in illicit acts, so were confronted and fought by El Chapulin
Colorado, who with clumsy methods could submit them.

minipalco
In the Carnival of Barranquilla, Colombia, the minipalcos are a few small boxes that are located on via 40 which is where
the most important parades of the party are held.  From these small structures, the audience can enjoy such parades at



reasonable prices.

miniperro
A miniperro is a hot dog made with a minisalchicha and a small bread, among other ingredients.

minipizza
A minipizza is a small pizza.

miniteca
A miniteca is a festival that takes place in a medium space, with lights and a disco-style music.   Previously, these
events could enter under 18, which, nowadays, is prohibited in Colombia, to avoid the consumption of alcoholic
beverages by minors.

minitienda
A fjord is a small shop.

minitodo
A minitodo is a small shop or a small miscellaneous where is sold almost everything.

minivan
A minivan is a small van, smaller than a van.

minute
Minute, is an English word that in English translates : minute. 

minuto 91
Minute 91, was the name of a sports program that aired on the todelar radio network in Colombia.  On Sundays, once
the final whistle sounded in every stadium in the country announcing the end of each match, the Todelar network started
the 91st minute.  This program, which started at approximately 6 : 00PM , competed with the Third Time of the Caracol
chain. 

miocarditis
Myocarditis, in medicine, inflammation of the myocardium.

mioma
In medicine, a fibroid is a benign tumor composed of muscle cells.

miomectomía
In medicine, specifically in Gynecology, myomectomy is a surgical procedure that is done to remove fibroids and fibroid
tumors present in the uterus.

mirador
Viewpoint: (s.  m.  ) Room, terrace or corridor located in a high proportion of a building from where it is possible to



observe the exterior.

mirar los toros desde la barrera
Note a fact without any risk and without intervening in its development.

mirá ve
In Cali, Colombia, this phrase is used to attract the attention of the interlocutor.

mironas
Women who look very much.

mis usa
My USA is incorrectly written and should be written as "Miss U.  S.  A. "being its meaning:"<br>Miss U. S. A.  She is the
representative of the United States of America in the universal reign of beauty.  This expression could be translated as
Miss United States or Miss U. S. A.

miscible
Miscible: adj. That can be mixed, especially referred to soluble liquids: oil is not miscible with water.

misofilia
The misofilia is a fetish in which a man obtains sexual arousal to smell and handle the dirty laundry of your partner or
partner sex, especially when trafficking in underwear.

miss
Miss: English word which translates as a noun: Miss.

miss colombia
Miss Colombia ( Miss Colombia ) is the Queen of beauty of Colombia, which participates in the global beauty contest.

miss mundo
Referred to as " miss world " the participant who is crowned world beauty queen in the world beauty contest.

miss tanga
1- Miss Tanga, is a beauty contest that takes place in Colombia.  In this contest, the participants defend before the jury
and the audience, looking tiny and striking thongs.   2- The participant who wins the contest is called "miss thong". 

miss universe
It is an English expression that in Spanish translates : miss universe.  She is the universal beauty queen, also known as
"miss world". 

miss universo
Miss Universe is a beauty contest held annually to choose the most beautiful woman in the world; once chosen, the
winner of this contest is also called "my universe".  Miss Universe is a Spanish expression; in Spanish translates : Miss



Universe, and in English : miss universe . 

miss usa
Miss U.S.A.   ( Miss United States ) is the Queen of United States of America ( U.S.A.  ) that it participates in the
universal beauty contest.

miss venezuela
Miss Venezuela Miss Venezuela ) 40, is the Queen of beauty of Venezuela, which participates in the global beauty
contest.

mister parkinson
Mister Parkinson ( Mr .  Parkinson ), is the nickname with which is known a comedian whose first name is Elmer
Sepúlveda, who acts in the program SÁBADOS FELICES .  As a main feature, this joke teller suffers from the condition
known as "Parkinson's Disease". 

miti miti
MITI-Miti: Is a colloquial expression that means: half and half, 50% and 50%, jafani jafani (  " half for you and half for my
"  ).

miti miti
MITI-Miti: Is a colloquial expression that means: half and half, 50% and 50%, jafani jafani (  " you half and half for my "  ).

miti-miti
MITI-Miti: ( colloquial ) Half and half.   ( you half and half for my ).

miu
Mui (or mu), is the name that the WHO has given the new variant of the coronavirus. 

mix
Mix: 1 - English word that translated into the Spanish means: mix.  2. theme music that collects small pieces of various
songs, usually by rock genres and pop.

mixer
Mixer: English word which in Spanish translates mixer; It is a device that has multiple inputs for audio signals, which can
be mixed and regulated by a control, to produce a particular sound or different sound effects.

mística
Part of the theology that deals with the spiritual union of man with God, the spiritual and the relationship between God
and men.

mn
M .  N .  , stands for midnight. 



mobil
1- Mobil Oil Corporation, is a multinational company dedicated to the distribution and sale of fuels, lubricants and other
petroleum derivatives.   Mobil is a surname of unknown origin.

mobile
Mobile, is an English word that in Spanish translates: Mobile.

mobile phone
It is an English expression that translates into Spanish: mobile phone.

moblaje
Furnishing: m.  Set of furniture in a House.

mochi
Mochi: It is affectionate call or refer to a mocho.

mochi
Mochi: It is affectionate call or refer to a mocho.

mochila
Backpack: ( feminine noun ) Bag or sack used to carry provisions or different items on excursions, trips or other type of
displacement, which is made with fabric or other material resistant and waterproof sometimes and that is hung on the
back or shoulder by means of straps.

mochilera
Backpacker: 1 - woman who sells backpacks.   2 woman who used a backpack to carry something, especially when it is
something illegal, e.g. hallucinogens.

mochito
Diminutive of mocho.

mocho
Mocho : ( adj .  ) 1- Tip-falto .   2- Relative to the person, animal or thing missing a member or part.

mode
Mode: It is a loving call or refer to Modesta, feminine proper name.

modelaje
Modeling: Model act. A model walking down the catwalk.

modelito
Outfit: f. ( adj.  ) Diminutive of model.



modelo web
A web model is a woman who performs sexual acts in a virtual way, especially with strangers, using a webcam
connected to the Internet.

modelo webcam
A webcam model is a woman who performs sexual acts in a virtual way with foreigners, using a webcam connected to
the Internet.

modo avión
In smartphones and tablets, the option " 34 airplane mode; It is an option that allows you to disable all wireless
connectivity ( Wi-Fi, data, etc.   )  , and also the receipt and sent text messaging and voice system, in this way to use the
other functions of the device without interfering with communications from the pilots in an airplane.

modus operandi
Modus operandi: ( 41 Latin expression; 1. Way to come from a person or a group of people. 2. In Criminology, refers to
the mode of acting of a criminal or a criminal gang.

modus vivendi
Modus Vivendi: ( 41 Latin locution; Mode of living.

mofle
Mofle ( s .   m .  ) Tube that motor vehicles have in the three-side, which serves to expel the gases that are produced
with the combustion of the engine. 

mogolla
In Colombia, it is known as mogolla to a type of bread that has semicircular form, is similar to the bread that is used to
make burgers.

mogollita
In Colombia, a muggollite is a small bread that has a semicircular shape, it is similar to the bread used to make burgers.

mohín
Mohin: m.  Funny gesture that expresses anger although it is pretended: "As they didn't buy him toy he wanted, Adriana
made a mohin and left 34 store;.

moi
Moi: 1 - short for Moses, male proper name.   2. affectionate form of call or refer to Moses.

moisés
Moses: Name Bible. Legislator and leader of the Hebrew people, born during the persecution of the Israelites, was
chosen by God to lead up to the land promised (41 Palestine; to the Jewish people. He wrote several books, including
the Genesis and exodus.

mojacola



Mojacola, is the name of a river that flows through the Department of Meta in Colombia. Mainly bathes the town of
Acacias.

mojado
Wet (and wet) .  In Mexico and U. S. To.  , person who illegally passes the border between Mexico and the United
States of America, usually across the Bravo River.

mojiganga
Mojiganga: ( f.  ) Taunting, joke.

mojoso
Mojoso and rust: ( adj.  ) Full of rust. Synonym: moldy.

mojón
In the colloquial language, a milestone is a compact piece of human excrement that is expelled at once.

moler caña
This expression is used in the departments of Cesar and La Guajira in Colombia, means: walk someone prom, partying.
.

moli
MOLI: Form loving call or refer to a person's surname Molinares.

molim
Molim, is a word of Croatian origin that translated into English means: please. 

molinera
Miller and milling: person born in the mill, municipality located in the Department of the Guajira in Colombia.

molinillo
The grinder is a utensil cooking, wood or metal, used as a whip.

mom
MOM: English word which in Spanish translates: MOM.

momposina
Momposina : Woman born in the municipality of Mompós, in the department of Bolivar in Colombia.

mona
Mona: f. in Colombia tool consisting of an iron head and a handle, it is much larger and more heavy than a hammer, and
that usually use the masons to break stones, blocks, bricks, etc. Synonyms: Maza, wire harness.



monareta
The monareta, was a classic bicycle, very common in the 70s and until the early 80s.  It was manufactured by the
German company Monark, hence the name monareta.

monchi
Monchi: form loving of call or refer it to Ramon.

monchito
Monchito is the diminutive of Monchi, that to his time is the way loving of call or refer are to Ramon.

monchito
Monchito: Word with which don Ramón is called in the series television the Guy of the eight. Don Ramon said: " With
permission, said Monchito " when for some reason it should go quickly from one place, for example when there was the
probability that Doña Florinda precisely a slap.

moncho
Moncho: form loving of call or refer it to Ramon.

moncho
Moncho: form loving of call or refer it to Ramon.

mondonguero
Mondonguero: adj. man who is engaged in the sale of beef, especially mondongo viscera.

monerías
Goodies: Plural of cuteness, action of monkeys.

monero
Monero (ra) , is an adjective used in the colloquial language in the departments of Bolivar, Sucre and Córdoba, in
Colombia; applies to that demanding, nonconformist person.

money
Money: Word English that in Spanish is translated: money, currency.

mongólico
Mongolian ( ca ) : It is a somewhat vulgar and very disparaging adjective to refer to a person who suffers from Down
syndrome.

monguito
Monguito. " The only " was a Cuban singer. His name was Ramón Quian. One of his most popular songs is " I'm not 34
liar;

moni



Moni: Monita. It is affectionate to refer to a blonde girl. In this sense moni used as a diminutive of mona.

monica
The name Monica, without tilde, does exist.  It is Monica's English adaptation, and is widely used in U. S. To.  In fact,
there is a well-remembered political event, starring Bill Clinton and Monica Lewinsky, which at the time was known as
the Clinton-Lewinsky scandal. 

monicongo
It is a word of the colloquial language, used especially by the grandmothers, that give the meaning of: doll, puppet.

monigote
Monigote : 1- Doll or grotesque or ridiculous figure.   2- Human figure or of an animal drawn or usually made for a
humorous purpose.   3- Person without character or value, who is allowed to be manipulated by another .

monitorear
Monitor: vb. Control or monitor the development of an action or an event through one or more monitors.

monísimo
In the colloquial language, the term " fabulous "  It refers to a situation that is good, that is under control.

monísimo
In the colloquial language, " 34 cute; It is an adjective that means: excellent, very good, pleasant, very cool.

monocilíndrico
A single-cylinder engine is an internal combustion engine provided with a single cylinder. 

monocuco
The monocuco is a costume that is characteristic of the Carnival of Barranquilla, which consists of a robe of colors with a
hood to cover the head and a mask to cover his face; the character is armed with a stick to threaten and intimidate
anyone who try to approach to recognize it.

monofónico
Referred to as mono sound to sound recorded through a single channel, and to be reproduced is heard by a single
speaker or earphone.

monologar
Monologue: vb. Talk with itself.

monomotor
That it has a single engine; it is especially said when talking about an aircraft. 

monopolio comercial
Exclusive privilege or commercial exclusivity given to a company to sell a particular product. This kind of exclusivity may



affect the purchaser or consumer, already the company having it, having no competition could abuse with prices at one
time.

monster
Monster.    1- It is an English word that in Spanish translates : monster.    2- The Monster Family was an American
telecomedy that showed the life and experiences of a family of monsters who, despite their appearance, were
considered normal people. 

montañista
Mountaineer: ( m. and f.  ) A person who practices mountaineering.

montar a pelo
Mount without Chair or mount a horse, mule, ass, etc.

montecristi
Montecristi: Province of the Dominican Republic, in the Atlantic region. Rugged to the North by the Sierra de Montecristi.
110,000 inhabitants approximately. Grasses, cereals, sugarcane, livestock goat. Its capital is Montecristi, on the banks
of the Yaque River of the North, with 5,000 inhabitants approximately.

montecristi
Montecristi: Province of the Dominican Republic, in the Atlantic region. Rugged to the North by the Sierra de Montecristi.
110,000 inhabitants approximately. Grasses, cereals, sugarcane, livestock goat. Its capital is Montecristi, on the banks
of the Yaquie of the North, with 5,000 inhabitants approximately.

monteriano
Monteriano : ( and monteriana ) 1- It is the name of the people born in Montería, Colombia.    2- Belonging or related to
this city of Colombia. 

monti culo
Monti ass is incorrectly written, and should be written as "mound" being its meaning:<br>Mound: m. small elevation of
land, usually isolated, presented by work of nature or by the action of man.

montonera
Montonera: (f.  ) Set of things put in on each other and disorderly way.  Synonym: lot.

monzonico
monsoon is incorrectly written and should be written as "monsoon ( with tilde )" being its meaning:<br>Monsoon and the
monsoon: monsoon or related. Examples: monsoon, rainfall monsoon wind.

moña
A moña is a small bow, usually made of fabric that women use to tie their hair. 

moñoñon
The Mononon, is the title of a song in the rhythm of merengue, played by Robert Vargas.



mor
Mor, is the apheresis of love, which is becoming of recurrent use among gomelas. 

morbimortalidad
In medicine it is known as morbidity and mortality to the set of diseases that cause death in certain communities, spaces
and times.

morder el anzuelo
Bait: falling into a trap.

more
More is the apocope of morena.

more
" My More " is the title of a song performed by the merenguero Eddy Herrera.

morelo
Morelo is a surname of Spanish origin.   Morelos, which is another name of Spanish origin may have originated from the
surname.

morenita
Brunette: Diminutive of morena.

morir de risa
Laugh out loud, to swing jaw. Laugh hard.

morirse de la risa
Laugh overwhelmed shaped, laugh out loud, laugh hinged jaw.

morisqueta
Wry: f. grin that is done with the eyes and mouth to provoke rage or laughter of other people, or to make fun of
someone.

morisquetero
Morisquetero and morisquetera: ( adjs.  )  Person who makes many pirouettes, making jokes and jokes.

mormonismo
Mormonism : ( s .  o l  ) Protestant religious movement founded in 1830 in the United States of America by Joseph Smit,
and which in its early years professed polygamy.

morris
Morris : 1- It is a surname of Scottish origin.     2- Mutual affectionate treatment between husband and wife, lover and
lover or bride and girlfriend.  Example: "I love you very much my morris" . 



moruna
Moorish: Woman born in the municipality of Morón, Cuba.

mosaico 1920
Mosaic 1920, is the name of a song performed by the merenguero Johny Ventura.

mosco
Mosco: Mosquito, fly when referring to the male.

mosquearse
Mosques are: vb.  Bother someone for something. 2 Hurry or rush: "I told him Luisito that going to the store, and it is not
mosque.  "

mosquita muerta
It is called "dead fly" to that person who appears to be innocent, fragile, good people, sincere, but who in reality is the
opposite. 

mosquitera
Mosquito net : ( s .   F.  ) 1- Metallic fabric or curtain of fine fabric that is placed on doors and windows to prevent
mosquitoes from entering a house or enclosed enclosure.   2- Set or large number of mosquitoes that invade a place.

mosquitera
Mosquito net : ( s .   F.  ) 1- Metallic fabric or curtain of fine fabric that is placed on doors and windows to prevent
mosquitoes from entering a house or enclosed enclosure.   2- Set or large number of mosquitoes that invade a place.

mosquitero
Mosquito net : ( s .   M.  ) Fabric or curtain of fine fabric that is placed in doors and windows to prevent mosquitoes from
entering a house or enclosed enclosure.

mostrón
Mostron and mostrona: ( Colloquial term )  Person which shows, shown, that does things no matter who sees it.

mote de queso
Typical food of the departments of Magdalena, Bolivar, Sucre and Cordoba in Colombia, whose ingredients are: water,
onion, tomato, garlic, salt, Yam, cheese and whey Creole. For its preparation it is to boil the water with the name and the
salt in a large pot. Then you fry the onion along with the tomatoes and the garlic, and add this mixture; Finally add the
cheese chopped in squares and Creole serum ( when you are ready to lower the pot ). Result: A Mote of cheese.

motero
Biker (and biker).   A person who drives or rides a motorcycle. 

motete
In the colloquial language, a " 34 Motet;   ( is most used in plural ) It is the set of things or objects such as clothing,
toiletries, and others, and that carries a person in a suitcase, a Briefcase, a bag, etc.



mother
Mother: English word which translates in Spanish: mother.

motilidad
Motility: f. (Biol.  )  Matter driving reaction to any stimulus.

moto
Moto: f. motorcycle.

moto cross
Motocross: Form of motorcycling is to compete in land uncovered and sale.

motocarrismo
The motocarrismo is a system of public transport of passengers, where the motorcars are used to transport people from
one place to another.  This transport system operates in some municipalities of Colombia, where transit authorities begin
to carry out relevant studies for full legalization.

motocarrista
Motocarrista: ( m. and f.  ) A person driving a motorcar.

motocarro
Motorcar: m. motorcycle that has conditioned with three wheels and a trailer, with capacity for three passengers, in
addition to the driver, and is used in many municipalities of Colombia as pubic transport of passengers. Synonym:
Mototrailer.

motocrosista
Person who practices motocross. 

motocross
Motocross: ( Word Spanish form as Motocross ) Motocross is a sports competition in which a motorcycle is used to
perform jumps and other dangerous maneuvers across a bumpy field, in order to reach the goal first.

motofobia
Motofobia: f. fear that produces the sound of the engine of a motorcycle approaching in a person. This fear or phobia is
characteristic in people who have been victims of a crime in which the perpetrator moved on this type of vehicle.

motonave
A motorboat is a ship equipped with one more engines. 

motoneta
A scooter is a small motorcycle.

motoparte



A motoparte is a part or replacement for motorcycle.

motorizado
Motorized (da): person who drives a motorcycle.   2 police officer who patrols the streets on a motorcycle.

motorratón
In the Department of Valle del Cauca, in Colombia, is given the name of " motorratones " at those who informally use a
motorcycle or a motorcar for the public transport of persons.

motosierrero
Motosierrero (and motosierrera) who used a chainsaw to cut logs, cut down trees and pruning shrubs, or doing some
carpentry work.

mototaxi
Mototaxi: f. in colombia, motorcycle which is used by the driver as public passenger transport: " I'll make a stagecoach in
the Bank, but I do not go by taxi or by bus, I'd rather go on a mototaxi ".

mototaxismo
The mototaxismo is a form of informal public transport in which a person uses motorcycle to carry passengers. The
motorcycle can be owned by the driver, or rented. In the latter case the mototaxista must pay a daily fee to the owner of
that vehicle.

mototaxista
Mototaxista: m.  In Colombia person using his motorcycle as public passenger transport. Although this activity is
prohibited by the national transit authority, many people, both men and women perform it arguing lack of employment.

mototractor
A motor tractor is something like a small motor tractor, that is, the combination of a motorcycle and a tractor, with the
size of the former and the power of the latter. 

mototráiler
Mototrailer: Proper motorcycle with three wheels and a trailer with capacity for three passengers, in addition to the
driver, which is used in many towns along the Colombian coast as public passenger transport. Synonym: motorcar.

mototriciclo
A motor racer is a small three-wheeled motor vehicle. 

mousse
Mousse: French word which in Spanish translates: foam. A mousse is a dessert made with egg whites and other
ingredients, whose main characteristic is its frothy consistency. Hence derives its name: mousse ( 41 foam; The
best-known worldwide mousse is the chocolate flavor.

mover cielo y tierra
When someone uses this expression to say that it will do everything possible to achieve something, or to reach



successful conclusion in carrying out something. Synonym: Move the c...

movimiento bancario
A banking movement is a transaction or operation that makes a person in your current account or savings. A deposit or
withdrawal and a transfer between accounts are the principal banking movements.

movimiento epirogénico
Vertical movement of the Earth's crust to continental level which can affect large areas of the continental plates:
platforms and cratons. They are movements of very slow, not sudden, ascent and descent that also may have as a
consequence the bulge of the Earth's crust, fractures or cracks in rocks, etc.

movimiento sospechoso
Suspicious movements are movements made by people who are about to commit a criminal act. For example, offenders
who are preparing to Rob a Bank, previously made suspicious movements in the vicinity of the same. These suspicious
are easily detectable by nervousness that these people are prey.

movimiento telúrico
Referred to as telluric movement to the movement of the Earth: Earth, earthquake or medium or large earthquake
tremor.

movimiento transaccional
A transactional movement is an operation of Commerce or banking. In the latter case refers to a deposit or withdrawal of
savings account; deposit to current account, transfer funds, credit or debit, etc.

mozambique
Mozambique is the name of a country in Africa, located on the shores of the Indian Ocean.

mozilla
Mozilla Firefox is a web browser ( 41 Internet browser; Together with Chrome, it is one of the most used Internet
browsers.

mozo
In the popular jargon, waiter is called the lover of a woman.

módem
Modem: m. electronic device that enables communication between computers and interconnection with the global
network of information ( Internet ) through telephone line.

mórula
Morula: f. penultimate State of the evolution of the egg in the metazoan animals.

mr money
Mr Money: ( Lord money ) It was a gringo character in jokes of the Colombian TV also Caeras program, played by an
actor, that with hidden cameras and appearance and English accent appeared to be disoriented by what addressed



passersby asking about an address, for example. Once the passer-by gave him the information, Mr Money pulled money
to supposedly pay for the information provided. That was the joke and why the character was called as well. To the
surprise of the passerby, the actor told: "This is a joke of the program also Caeras ".

muchachada
Muchachada: Group of boys or girls.

muchachita
Girl: f. 1 - diminutive of girl. 2 girl, bebecita. 3. it is a song of romantic genre performed by Miguel Gallardo.

muchacho relleno
Referred to as " boy filled " a piece of beef stuffed.

muchacho relleno
It is known as boy stuffed a piece of beef stuffed.

muchacho relleno
It is known as boy stuffed a piece of beef stuffed.

muchacho relleno
It is known as boy stuffed a piece of beef stuffed.

muchachona
Muchachona is the augmentative of girl.

muchachón
Rising boy.

muchísimo
A lot: Superlative much.

mucho pingo!
The expression " much pingo!  " It is widely used in the departments of Santander and Norte de Santander in Colombia;
who the express want to tell: " Much silly, much Knave, much tortolo, much blatant hand ".

muda de ropa
It is called the change of clothing the set of garments that a person wears : shirt, trousers and shoes for the case of
men; blouse, denim (or skirt) and footwear for women's cases.  In these sets can also include interior garments such as
camisole and underwear, for the case of men; and braands and panty, for the female case.

mudez congénita
Sordomudez.



mueble de experiencia
It is a piece of display where the client or potential buyer has the opportunity to learn more about the displayed product
and share their new experiences on it with the seller: cellular equipment in experiences furniture displayed in mobile
telephone companies.

muenda
Muenda: f. ( colloquial ) Beating, beating, limit.

muesca
Notch: f. Incision or cut made as a signal on any surface. In prehistory men produced tips of swords by grooves on the
rocks and other hard materials.

muestra gratis
A free sample is that small amount of a product that is given away, so that potential customers know it, try it and finally
decided to buy it.

muérgano
Muergano, na: ( adj.  ) Person evil, gross, scoundrel.

mugrienta
Grubby and grimy: it says what is very dirty, full of dirt: grimy floor, wall filthy, filthy shoes, filthy clothes

mugroso
Mugroso is an adjective that applies to something or someone who is very dirty, who is full of grime. 

mujer de armas tomar
Smart, enterprising woman, worker, or as they say in slang form ' camelladora '.

mujer dominante
A dominant woman is the woman that dominates, which sends home, it submits to her husband.

mujer dominante
Dominant woman is the title of a song performed by German Rosario.

mujer multiorgásmica
1.-Woman Multiorgasmic: is this woman, who has the quality of having more than one orgasm before the man may have
one during sex.<br>2.-Woman Multiorgasmic: is the woman, who has the quality of having more than one orgasm,
before that man can have one during sex.

mujer orquesta
1- A woman orchestra is, like a man orchestra, that woman who carries several musical instruments attached to different
parts of her body and who can play them all at the same time.    2- Woman who performs several activities, and who
performs two or more of them at the same time. 



mujer policía
A policewoman is a woman who provides her services to the National Police, it can be in the rank of patrol officer or in
any other grade. 

mujer soldado
She is a woman who serves in the Army.  She is also sometimes called "the soldier" or "the soldier". 

mujercita
Young woman: 1 - girl aged 11 to 14 who begins to reach adolescence or puberty. 2. in the colloquial language, you're
told " young woman " This man who has a woman's own behaviors, i.e. it seems effeminate.

mujerear
Mujerear: vb.   ( colloquial )  Get a man with a woman to spend some intimate time with her.

mujerón
Beautiful woman, good body, outstanding, elegant, attractive, of between 1.70 and 1.75 of height curves. Synonym:
Fantasia.

mula
Mule : Tractomula apheresis .   A tractomula is a vehicle composed of a body and a trailer that together can have up to
twenty-two wheels, and that is also equipped with a powerful diesel engine and a box of between fifteen and eighteen
speeds depending on the model.

mulatona
Mulatona or mulatto: brown-skinned woman.

mulatona
Mulatona or mulatto: brown-skinned woman.

mulera
A mulera is a woman who drives a carnoid tract. 

mulero
Mulero: In Colombia, driver that handles tractor-trailers: "That mulero leads a modern tractor-trailer of ten changes ".
Synonym: truck driver.

muletero
Bullfighter using the crutch. 

multibanca
The multibanca is banking on which a same bank offers diverse and varied services such as recruitment through
savings accounts, checking accounts and CDTs;  credits short, medium and long term; mortgage credit, free investment
and consumption;  administration of funds, management and collection of portfolio, etc.



multifacético
Multifaceted (ca ) : 1- Offering various facets or aspects.   2- Person who masters various trades or who has the aptitude
to execute endless activities.

multijugador
Multiplayer, ra: multifunctional or Polyfunctional, player that in football, for example, can play in different positions on the
Court. 2 Player expert in several different sports: football, baseball, basketball, etc.

multimodal
1. multimodal transport: known as multimodal transport to the one which uses various means of transport (trucks,
planes, boats, trains, etc.  ) for the movement of goods or any specific goods.    2. multimodal communication: known as
multimodal communication to that which involves various forms of communication such as voice or speech, sounds,
gestures, signs and written signs.

multinacional
Multinational : Tell yourself about the company whose activities extend to several nations.

multiorgasmicidad
It is known as multiorgasmicidad to the quality that have some women have several orgasms during a session or sexual
encounter. As orgasms chain ( one after another ) or sequential ( between time intervals of several minutes or after a
short rest between one and another 41.

multiplicación de los panes y los peces
The multiplication of the loaves and fishes is an event narrated in the Gospels; it was a miracle of Jesus, who was able
to take five loaves and two fish and multiply them by five thousand rations for an equal number of people. 

multipropósito
A multipurpose device is one that can perform more than one function.  For example, the remote control that you can
use to control and manipulate remote T. V.  the HiFi, the sound system and DVD player is a multipurpose device.

multitudinario
1- That gathers or forms a crowd.   2- That encloses or implies a multitude .    3- Own or characteristic of the crowds. 

multivitamina
The multivitamin is a preparation containing vitamin A, vitamin B, vitamin B3, vitamin B6, vitamin C, vitamin D, among
others.

multivitamínico
A multivitamin is one that contains several types of vitamin.

mundialista
World Cup : ( adj .  ) 1- Belonging to or relating to a world championship, especially when talking about a football world
championship.    2- Footballer who participates in a world championship. 



muñeca
Doll: Loving treatment or compliment to a beautiful woman.

muñecazo
1. in Colombia, in the colloquial language, a munecazo is a hit with fists. 2. beat given with a doll.

muñeco de trapo
It is a doll with the appearance of a human, usually made of rag and paper, and some other synthetic or plastic material,
which serves as a toy or ornament. 

muñequera
Wrist strap: 1 - (adj.  ) Woman who manufactures or sells dolls.   2 (s.  (f).  ) Tape or band that is placed around the wrist
to hold it, to protect it or as an ornament.   3. beating with fists.

musa
Musa, is a surname of Nigerian origin.

musculoesquelético
Relative to the muscles and skeleton.

music
Music: ( pronounce miusic )  English word which in Spanish translates: music.

musica ratonera
Mousetrap music: ghettoized music produced by bad voices and instruments out of tune. -On the Colombian coast
called music " Letter " or music " scratch " a type of music performed by groups of millo, groups of bagpipes and the
bands known as " papayeras ".

musicalizar
Put music to the lyrics of a song, a text, a work, a movie, etc. 

musiquito
Musiquito is the stage name of the merenguero Francisco García, who excelled in the 80s.  It was characterized by
introducing joous and "sticky" lyrics into its songs.

musulmanes
The Muslims are the faithful of the islam, sect religious monotheistic. Among other beliefs they deny that Jesus is son of
God, practice fasting during the Islamic month of Ramadan and believe that it is sinful to boyfriend or fiancé kiss or
cuddle up to the promised before getting married, is even banned from touching it and not zoom in much to it.

mute
Mute, is an English word which in Spanish translates: silent, silent.



muuu
Muuu: voice of the cow, Bull, ox, etc.

muy bien
Super good. Excellent. Magnificent.

muy bueno
It is an adjectival phrase, it applies to something or someone that is exceptional, excellent, Super, terrific.

múltiple
Multiple ( adj .  ) 1- That it is not simple or that it happens many times.    2- Miscellaneous, in many ways.   3- That it is
composed of many things. 

música ambiental
Ambient music is a musical genre in which voices are not used and where the sound is more important than the notes.
This type of music that is identified as profoundly soft was widely used until some years ago in offices, warehouses, etc.

música disco
Musical genre of stark rhythm, derived from the soul and funk and history of techno, which reached great popularity in
the 1970s. Village Poeple, Boney M., Donna Summer and the Bee Gees were some of the first representatives of disco
music.

música electrónica
Electronic music is a type of music that uses for its production and interpretation electronic music technology and
electronic musical instruments, such as: electric guitar, synthesizer, theremin, telharmonium, etc.

música electrónica
You have to add that electronic music is a type of heavy music characterised by aggressive rhythms and loud sounds.

música metálica
Metal music heavy music, is a type of rock music characterised by aggressive rhythms and loud sounds, produced by
the use of very amplified guitars or distorsionas, batteries of double pedal and, normally, a subject " dark.  "

música pesada
The heavy music is a type of music produced with aggressive rhythms and sounds strong and sometimes strident. Of
this genre of music are part the heavy rock and metal music and electronic music, among others.

música rasca-rasca
In the Colombian Caribbean coast, specifically in Santa Marta and Barranquilla, called music " scratch " to music
performed by groups of millo, bagpipes and groups by ensembles of Aníbal Velásquez, Dolcey Gutiérrez, Pedro Beltran,
Czech Acosta, Irene Martínez, La Nina Emilia

música romántica
Romantic music is a type of music devoted specifically to couples of lovers and boyfriends around the world. Romantic



music is about love, tells stories of people who are in love, experiences, dreams and feelings of people who are living a
love.

música suave
Music " soft " It is music that is pleasant to the ear and that can be heard within a romantic atmosphere. Ballads, " 34
sauce; romantic, American ballads and a tropical song of slow sound are part of music " soft ".

müller
Muller is the surname of a former German footballer (Gerhard Muller) who served as a forward centre.  He was part of
his country's national football team at several international championships.

my love
English expression which in Spanish translates my love.

nabucodonosor ii
King of Babylon from 605 to 562 BC. Son and successor of Nabopolassar, fought against the Egyptian Pharaoh Necho
and Apries. Took Jerusalem in 597 and the population was carried captive to Babylon. He embellished and fortified with
ramparts of the capital, the Kingdom reached its peak.

nabuconodosor i
1.-nabuconodosor I is incorrectly written and should be written as " Nebuchadnezzar I " being its meaning: < /br >King of
Babylon in 626-605 BC, successor to Asurbanipal and father of Nabuconodosor II before. Besieged and destroyed
Nineveh ( 41 612; With him began again the power of Babylon.  < br > 3-nabuconodosor I is incorrectly written and
should be written as " Nebuchadnezzar I " being its meaning: < /br >King of Babylon from 1146 to 1123 before C. fought
with success against the Elam, but could not defeat Assyria, which was annexed a part of the northern territory with
Babylon.

nacido vivo
34 certificate; live-born " is a certificate that issued a hospital or a clinical, in which with the signature of a medical is
makes recorded that a girl or child has born alive and that his State of health to the time of birth was satisfactory.

nacional de ecuador
The club sports national is a team of football whose headquarters is in the city of Quito, Ecuador.

nacional de medellín
The club Atlético national is a team of football whose headquarters is in Medellin, Colombia.

nacional de uruguay
The national football club is a team based in the city of Montevideo, Uruguay.

nacionalista
Nationalist: Swells of the Atletico Nacional, Medellin, Colombia football team.

nacionalista



Nationalist: Fan soccer team Nacional de Montevideo, Uruguay.

nacionalista
Nationalist: adj. fan of Quito, Ecuador's national soccer team.

naco
NACO ( and naca ) It is an adjective used in Mexico, very applicable to vulgar, rough person.

nadies
Wrong way of writing and uttering the word no one.  Other incorrect forms heard in some regions are naide and Naiden.

naira
Certainly, naira is the name of Nigeria's official currency.  Its symbol is N. 

nalgada
Spanking: ( s.f.  ) Hit with the buttocks.

nandín
Nandin: Form affectionate call and refer to Hernando and Fernando. Synonym: Nando.

nando
Nando: Form loving call or refer to Hernando and Fernando.

nano
Nano Cabrera and his Orchestra, performers of the popular song " island for two " recorded in the year 1987: "I'm going
to have a world to size, where you and I will be sovereign, a small enchanting island of eternal spring and summers...  "

naomoto
Hikaru Naomoto, is a Japanese footballer who plays as a midfielder, usually with the number 6. 

naranjo
Orange : 1- Name of the tree that produces the orange .    2- Surname of Spanish origin .

narco-corrido
A narcocorrido is a corrido musical that narrates stories and experiences of drug trafficking and its characters.

narcocasete
A narcocasete is a cassette that contains audios in which conversations are heard between two or more people who
speak issues related to drug trafficking.

narcocorrido
A " 34 narcorrido; also known as " run banned " is a corrido music that tells situations and aspects related with the drug



trafficking and some of its characters that may be real or fictional.

narcofiesta
It is a party in which there is a high consumption and marketing of narcotics and all kinds of hallucinogenic drugs.

narcomenudeo
Retailing: (s.  m.  ) It is a new term used in some countries in Central and South America, and which refers to the
distribution and sale of hallucinogenic substances in small quantities, which constitutes a crime that is punishable by
deprivation of liberty for whom incurred  in such punishable conduct.  Synonym: information.

narigón
Narigón (and narigona) In colloquial language, person who has very large nose.

narigudo
Narigudo : ( and nariguda ) Person who has a large nose.

natalí
Natali, Natali, is a female name of Latin origin. It is original, loving and self-sacrificing.

nave
1- A ship is a vessel, that is, it is a construction or vehicle capable of floating, to be led by man and propelled by wind or
other force.   2- Aircraft : ( s .  F.  ) Vehicle with or without motor vehicle, which is able to navigate through the air. 

navegabilidad
Navigability : ( feminine noun ) Quality of navigable .  First of all, navigability refers to the ease of ships and all types of
boats to navigate and approach a port, thanks to an adequate draft in that port.  Secondly, web navigability is the facity
of an Internet user to "browse" or scroll through all the pages that make up a website. 

navegabilidad
Navigability : ( feminine noun ) Quality of navigable .  First of all, navigability refers to the ease of ships and all types of
boats to navigate and approach a port, thanks to an adequate draft in that port.  Secondly, web navigability is the ease
of an Internet user to "navigate" or scroll through all the pages that make up a website. 

nazareth
Nazareth: City of Israel, has a population now estimated at 100,000 inhabitants approximately. In this city Jesucristo
lived most of his life, even some Gospels give it as his hometown. For all this is that Jesus is known as Jesús of
Nazareth.

nazismo
Nazism: (masculine noun) The doctrine of the dominant group in Germany from 1933 (Adolf Hitler's rise to power) to
1945, which held the superiority of the Aryan race over all others. 

náutica
Nautical : ( f .  ) 1- Art or science of sailing.    2- Belonging or related to navigation. 



nebulización
In medicine, nebulization is a procedure consisting of the administration of a medicine or therapeutic element by
vaporization through the patient's airways.

necedad
Folly: f. said or done of one foolish person.

neceser
Bag: m. small bag or case that women use for storing and carrying grooming &amp; vanity items.

necrosis
In dentistry, necrosis is the death of the pulp or set of nerves of a tooth, ocacionada by chemical, bacterial, or traumatic
irritation.

necrótico
Necrotic ( ca ) adj .     1- It causes the death of tissues.    2- Of the necrosis or related to it.

neftalina
The person who asks, as many people made a mistake in writing the word. The correct writing is naphthalene ( f.  ) It is
a substance that has a characteristic odor, which is sometimes sold in the form of pellets, and is used against moths and
cockroaches.

neftalí
Nephthali, is a male proper name of Hebrew origin.

negociazo
1- Business Superlative .    2 - Great business that is very favorable.   3- It's kind of like a round business.

negociazo
1- Business Superlative .   2- Great business that is very favorable.   3- It's kind of like a round business.

negocio redondo
A windfall is that business or bargaining in which the trader profits by " punta and punta ". An example of business round
is when the merchant earns a Commission extra for buying a product to the wholesale, and earn commissions by
transporting it, publicize it and expend it in his own shop.

negra
Black: (adj.  ) 1 - woman whose skin color is black or dark.   2. form loving call or refer to a skinned brunette, brunette
woman, or even white.   3. name of a road in the State of Zulia in Venezuela.

negramenta
Negramenta: (f.  ) Large group of people of color (black).



negrero
In ancient times, became known as slave traders to the persons responsible for capturing blacks in Africa to move them
to other continents, especially to America and sell them here as slaves.

negrilla
Bold or bold letter is a type of lyric which is thick and dark than the normal letter, allows greater visibility. This type of
letter is widely used in newspapers and magazines to highlight headlines and subtitles.

negrita
Bold : 1- Diminutive of black .   2- Affectionate way to call or refer to a woman with brown or trigueña skin.

negritudes
Referred to as " blacks " movements that exalt the cultural values of communities and Black peoples.

negrona
Negrona: f. loving treatment to refer or call a female Brown.

negros
Black ( or black ) they are dark-skinned people, also frequently called people from " 34 color;    " Black "   ( or   " Black " 
) It is also the way loving call or refer someone to whom you have appreciation.

negros y blancos
The Carnival of Blacks and Whites is a festivity that is celebrated in the south of Colombia, specifically in the city of
Pasto.  In this festival there are comparsas, carnival murgas, costumes, floats and other carnival actors. 

neguá
San Rafael De Neguá , is the name of a small town located in the department of Chocó in Colombia.  Known as Neguá,
this small population is mentioned in the song LLOVIENDO de Fruko and Sus Tesos. 

nematocisto
Nematocisto: m.   (Zool.  )  Each stinging vesicles of the coelenterates, consisting of a small intracellular capsule, which
contains a stinging filament that distills an irritating liquid. Some species of coelenterates, such as jellyfish and the
siphonophore, have Nematocysts which cause a very unpleasant itching.

nené
Nené is synonymous with boy. 

neotrópico
Neotropics, ca: adj.  It is said is in the region and wildlife of Central America and southern.

nepalí
Nepali: 1 - belonging to Nepal. 2 person born in Nepal. 3. language spoken in Nepal.



nepo
Nepo : 1- Affectionate way to call or refer to Nepomuceno .   2- Nepomucene apocope .

nequi
Nequi , is an application of the Bank of Colombia that allows you to manage money in an easy and simple way.  It works
as a digital bank account, which means that through the smartphone connected to the Internet and the cellular network
you can perform different operations such as payments, transfers, withdrawals (the latter through BANK of Colombia
ATMs). 

nereid
Nereid: Name own male and female; it comes from the female name of Greek origin Nereida, which in turn is Mereida
Variant.

nerón
Nero : 1- Roman Emperor, son of Domicio Enobarbo and Agrippina .  His cruelty had no limits, to the point of sending for
the murder of his wife and his own mother.   2- Very cruel man.    3- Dog name .

neurologia
Neurology is incorrectly written and should be written as "Neurology ( with tilde )" being its meaning:<br>Neurology: s. f.
part of medicine that studies and deals with the anatomy, Physiology and diseases of the nervous system.

nevecón
A nevecón is a large fridge or refrigerator, usually equipped with three compartments, one on top to freeze, and two at
the bottom to keep food fresh.

neymar jr
Neymar da Silva Santos Júnior, better known as Neymar Jr., is a Brazilian footballer who plays as a forward, and
sometimes as a offensive midfielder. He played for several seasons in the club F.C. Barcelona of Spain. Just be
transferred to the PSG team of France.

némesis
Nemesis: Greek goddess of revenge.

néstar
Néstar, is a female proper name.  It could have originated from the male name Nestor himself. 

ni chicha ni limonada
Neither Chicha nor lemonade: Applies to a person who is very quiet, passive, not inmuta it at nothing, which remains
unchanged in any situation of joy, revelry or sorrow: "Carlos Daniel is not neither chicha nor lemonade ".

ni crudo ni quemado
It refers to that food, which as the roast is at the perfect cooking point.

ni de fundas



It is an adverbial expression that means: no way, for anything in the world.

ni fu, ni fa
Fu, nor fa: colloquial expression that means neither one thing nor another, nothing. Also applies to any person who does
nothing: " Diego is not fu, or fa!  "

ni mu
Or mu: ( colloquial ) A Word, nor a sound: "When I asked Joseph, the reason for his behavior, not said nor mu ".

ni pie ni pisá
No lose neither foot nor pisa, means to follow someone everywhere, turning it into its shadow.

ni pío
Not a Word.

ni por asombro
No of cases, no way.

ni por el chiras
Or by the chiras: colloquial expression that means: for any reason, for anything in the world, or sheaths, or pal whores,
in dreams.

nic
Nic : 1- Affectionate way of calling or referring to Nicholas .   2- Apocope of Nicholas .

nicaragua sin somoza
The expression "Nicaragua without Somoza" appears in the song "Plástico" by Rubén Blades.  It is a greeting that the
aforementioned singer sends to several countries at the end of said song: "Panama, present; Puerto Rico, present;
Mexico, present; Venezuela, present; Peru, present; Dominican Republic, present; Cuba, present; Costa Rica, present;
Colombia, present; Honduras, present; Ecuador, present; Bolivia, present; Argentina, present; Nicaragua without
Somoza, present. 

nicasio
Nicasio is a male proper name that is believed to have derived from the proper name of Greek origin Nicasius.


